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-i.bak's/text/new text/g' the
content text will be replaced
by new text. When you use

the command sed
-i.bak's/text/text/g' the

content text is replaced by
text instead of new text, so
the content text won't be

changed. In your example the
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content text is a date
(dd/mm/yyyy) and you want
it to be replaced by a date in

the new format
(yyyy/mm/dd). To solve your

problem use the command
sed -i.bak's/25/2012/g' Q:

How to determine the
indexes of continuous
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sequence I'm trying to find
indexes of continuous

sequence of values, but only
if one of the values is

consecutive duplicates of the
same value, I want to return

both indexes. Here is my
function: def get_continuous

_duplicates(file_path,
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separator): with
open(file_path, 'r') as f:
read_f = lambda line:

f.readline() list = [] for line in
f: if line.strip(separator): list.
append([line.strip(separator),

int(line.strip(separator))])
return list the first line is

always a duplicate and the
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second one shouldn't be one
of the duplicates. example: su
bject1","62.07","Male","36",
"0001","0","10-09-2012","00
01","10-09-2012" subject1","
0","Male","22","0001","0","1

0-09-2012","0001","10-09
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21:21:36 Hey guys, I think
your site might be having
browser compatibility issues.
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When I look at your site in
Opera, it looks fine but when
opening in Internet Explorer,
it has some overlapping. I
just wanted to give you a
quick heads up! Other then
that, fantastic site! Sam
Naprawiam Honda Jazz Pdf
[PORTABLE]. Hey there
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would you mind letting me
know which hosting company
you’re working with? I’ve
loaded your blog in 3
completely different web
browsers and I must say this
blog loads a lot quicker then
most. Can you suggest a good
internet hosting provider at a
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popular model with a popular
overall design. Porsche in
reality was not created until
1903. Porsche, unlike its
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German rivals, initially sold
around its model. Sam
Naprawiam Honda Jazz Pdf
[PORTABLE]. Sam
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21:29:16 some time i like to
read this kind of articles so i
used to come to your website
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for more info and here i get
what i wanted by posting
comment Sam Naprawiam
Honda Jazz Pdf
[PORTABLE]. Sam
Naprawiam Honda Jazz Pdf
[PORTABLE]. 2018-12-18
21:43:12 If you’re still on the
fence: grab your favorite
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earphones, head down to a
Best Buy and ask to plug
them into a Zune then an
iPod and see which one
sounds better to you, and
which interface makes you
smile more. Then you’ll know
which is right for you. Sam
Naprawiam Honda Jazz P
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